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Chapter one.
The voice in the mist should speak too Dee and say:

“One day I might call upon your help, but not now. Go my child! Hurry!”
But the first time it said:

“One day I might call you, but not now. Go my child! I’m hungry! Bring me a pizza! ”
And Dee bursted into heavy laughter.
Chapter two.
When the hawkman first should release the hawk, it flew straight up in to the sail of the Glory
and almost slided down, totally losing it’s bearing.
On the second try, the hawk was not at all interested in leaving, it wanted more silverfishes
instead.
Third try it bit the hawkman in his ear, still wanting more silverfishes.
Fourth time it flew straight to the top of the mast, not at all willing to fly out in the storm.
Chapter three.
When Dee stood in the middle of the three werewolfs in the mist one of them released a loud
and very smelly fart, leaving both Dee and the vampires laughing hard while trying to escape the
smell. It took at least ten minutes before the smell cleared so they could continue.
Chapter four.
When the first whaleish sea monster was about to attack the arrowmen could not fire of their
arrows, the firing mechanism got stock over and over again, so the sea monster had to do it’s
approach of the ship over and over again, swimming around in circles so it almost got dizzy.
As the sea snake approached the Glory in the end of the chapter, all crewmen of the Glory had
to wear lavender wetted cloths in front of their mouth’s due to the stench from the sea monsters
mouth.

Chapter six.
While the Glory was sinking and the two anchormen was secure in the escape compartment
along with the cargo, some of their fellow shipmates was banging on the walls of the
compartment and begged to be let inside.
Suddenly the banging began to be rhythmic and the crew, both inside the compartment and
outside busted out in the old sailor song “Oh captain, give me rum”.

Chapter seven.
As Groll approached Dee in the dark he had prepared water balloons that he threw at her, she
didn’t even see them coming. He threw three water balloons at her, the first one missed but the
other two reached its target. Groll laughed as Dee gave up a high pitch scream of surprise. But
she was fast up on her feet and revenged the water balloon prank by dragging Groll in the small
stream, making him all wet and cold, from head to toe.
Chapter eight.
As the two anchormen started to pull the ropes, several of them was just for show, one was even
tied to a piece of loose wood that hit the first anchormen in the head.
Chapter nine.
When Groll first came to Dee and started to yell at her, they found themselves hit by a cold water
wave that was accidently released by one of the workers over at the black sea scene.
It washed over them both and swept away everything in the scenery, moving them very close to
the edge of the ravine all by the ocean before it lost its power over them. Had it been a little more
water released, they might even have been washed down the waterfall. But now we all were
lucky and they made it in one piece, only getting wet (again).
It took a while to recreate the scene again, and for the two to walk all the way back to the original
meeting site.
Chapter ten.
When the hawkman asks himself and the hawk if they are dead, the hawk started to bite his ears
again, over and over. Every time he started to ask the question the hawk attacked the
hawkman’s ear. It didn’t stop until it had gotten it’s silverfishes, which it wasn’t supposed to get in
this scene.
Chapter eleven.
To be able to stay awake for as long as she needed to do this scene, Dee drank a lot of coffee. A
lot, and by the time she should fall asleep to have an uneasy sleep she was wide awake. And
after a long while when she actually fell asleep, the amount of coffee made sure it was an
uneasy sleep.

And when she was about to lift Groll and put him on her shoulder to carry him, she didn’t expect
him to be so heavy, so they had to try several times before she could get him up on her shoulder
in one go, without making it look like a wrestling match.
Chapter thirteen.
As Groll yelled at her, Dee lost her patience and started to repeat everything Groll said in baby
language and making funny faces everytime he opened his mouth. Then they were silent a long
time, but even so, Dee continued to make fun of him each time he opened his mouth. It ended
with them both laughing at each other for being such jerks.
Chapter fifteen.
As the hawksman leaned over to Dee to ask if she was his prisoner, he could not help himself
and instead whispered:

“What does a fine girl like yourself do with a troll like him? Wouldn’t it be better if you and I took
off right now, leaving him behind?”
Dee started to laugh through her tears, and Groll came running back, asking what was so funny.
He had a feeling that the hawksman made fun of him.
Chapter sixteen.
As the werewolf ran through the forest, it kept colliding with trees and bushes, so in the end most
of it’s cuts and bruises was not from the fight with the vampires, but rather from it’s battle with the
fixed and still object of the forest.
Chapter seventeen.
When Tadao said the vampire elder could fly, Dee started to call his hawk a vampire because
she thought it was so ridiculous. Then Tadao was angry and tried to insult Groll and called him a
troll, which (strangely) in most cases was a common insult. Both Dee and Groll laughed at
Tadao, making him even more angry.
Chapter nineteen.
As the anchormen tried to attack the werewolf he started to dance and sing instead. The
werewolf however did not share the anchormans humor and hit him with one lose blow from one
of its front paws, completely throwing him of his feet.

Chapter twentyone.
The wizard was tempted to use a simple mobile phone with GPS. But given that this was an age
where most technology was mechanical with wooden parts, and only a few metal objects (mostly
created by the dwarves) it would be very inappropriate to bring it forth.
But still, soooo tempting….
Chapter twentytwo.
Groll yelled after Tadao when he set off to gather material for the fire:

“Make sure to bring back that Hawk of yours, so we have something to eat tonight!”
Tadao replied with a very unpolite hand movements and only continued to walk away from their
camp-to-be. Groll laughed to himself, very pleased to yet again have annoyed Tadao.
Chapter twentyfive.
When the old lady walked out of the thicket, she fell to the ground several times, and had to go
back to redo her entrance without falling. Too seven attempts before she could exit the thicket
without falling.
Chapter twentysix.
There was a lot of stumbling and falling as the witch was pushed through the corridors of the
castle. At one point, the witch tried to escape crashing through a door that possibly would lead to
open air. Turned out the door lead to a party venue that the vampires rented out to anybody for
celebrating anniversaries etc. This particular day there was a company of warm bloods that had
rented it to celebrate the birth of the seventh son of a seventh son. And traditionally, that was a
big party indeed. Given the location, the vampire chefs was of course preparing the meal for the
occasion and it smelled delicious as the witch tried to crash the party.

Chapter twentyeight.
As the girls was lead out to the be presented in front of the vampire master and the witch, the
girls kept giggling when they saw the hairdo of the witch. It had not been properly made for the
entire stay in the vampire castle.
Chapter thirty.
An odd thing about walking naked, at least if you are a man, when you are used to wear clothes,

is that it is much easier to get sexually aroused by the tiniest changes in the air temperature or
by a gentle wind. This is what Roy experienced, and before it started to rain, he had a hard
time….. to cover his manhood.
Chapter thirtythree.
Since a gathering this big is very rare among the dwarves, the less honest dwarves has a great
time picking pockets of the other dwarves. This is normally an easy way to get very wealthy in a
very short time. But for the dishonest dwarf that tried to pick Verons pocket it didn’t end all that
well. Just as he was about to slide his dirty little hands inside Verons shirt the big bellied dwarf
turned around, making him bounce off into a huge (and very hard) pillar, carved from the
mountain itself, leaving him with a bruised body and a concussion. Big bellies are not easy to
handle, especially if the bellie owner is a very strong and a bit ignorant dwarf that mostly thinks
about himself and pays very little attention to things in his close proximity.
Chapter thirtyfive.
When opening the door to her, Roy Hicks did not believe his eyes at first, so he closed the door
again, waited a while, reopened the door, only to find that she still was there. He had to repeat
this several times before he actually entered the room.
Chapter thirtyseven.
Phidas had vast problems navigating in the forest. His insufficient height made him uncertain in
this terrain. Just rounding one of the bigger trees made him uncertain if he infact had rounded
the entire tree, just half of it, or only a little part of it. And even if he walked several complete
rounds around the tree, he was still uncertain as to what direction he came from, and what
direction he should continue in. Since he was used to the mines and had them as indicators of
all directions, he was now dependent on that bladsted sun who did not keep still for a second.
Chapter thirtynine.
Since the other dwarves had orders to follow Veron wherever he decided to go, he just had to
test it. He started by stopping completely, and the delegation stopped.
He took a few steps backwards. The delegation took a few steps backwards.
He took a few steps to the right. The delegation took a few steps to the right.
By now they were wondering what in the name of the mountain he was doing.
He took a few steps to the left. The delegation took a few steps to the left.
Veron enjoyed this awesome power in a childish way and continued onward.
Just as they passed a tiny rill that turned sharp to the left he stopped again. Then took a few

steps to the left. Just far enough so that the shield bearers furthest left took one step down in the
water, while he himself stood with both feets dry. They complained about this, and Veron had to
conceal his laughter.
Chapter fortyone.
As the guard tried to talk, Groll filled his head with various sound of different animals, almost
driving him mad. Every time he was about to open his mouth, a new animal sound. The guard
had a very hard time focusing on what he was about to say and do, leaving him standing in
silence with a stupid look on his face. It was hard for the others not to laugh at him.
Chapter fortythree.
When Phidas came walking, Roy jumped out of the bushes and started to dance in the path of
Phidas. Several times Phidas had to retreat not to be “attacked” by this naked, dancing maniac
in front of him. As he said after one of the retakes, who would want to stand in the way of a
naked human charging towards you like some animal in the middle of their mating dance?

